Clinical trials in the new millennium.
Since the introduction of the randomized clinical trial (RCT) over 50 years ago, this method has become the corner stone for evaluating new pharmacologic or biologic agents with many disease areas benefiting. There are numerous examples demonstrating beneficial interventions as well as others either not beneficial or harmful. Statistical methodology for clinical trials has grown rapidly. Advances in information technology for data collection have allowed trials to be conducted around the world. Academia, industry and government have worked in partnership to conduct RCTs. Despite these many RCT achievements, the most interesting and challenging era of clinical trials lies ahead of us. With the human genome now sequenced, we face a new set of challenges to transform vast amounts of data into useful information. The post-genomics era will better identify the disease mechanism and thus help design better treatments, and be more selective in screening patients, yielding more efficient clinical trials. For some areas of medicine, such as medical devices, standards of acceptance and regulatory approval are changing. Other areas, such as medical procedures and alternative medicines, are generally not well evaluated and could benefit greatly from a wider use of RCT methodology. As the ICH guidelines facilitate and encourage international clinical trials, the scientific and ethical dimension of conducting trials in Third World countries are raised. For example, Western society's best standard of care may not be available or affordable to these countries as the control Western investigators should not exploit patients in the Third World. Those and many other challenges face us in the decade ahead. It is truly an exciting time with new opportunities for the RCT to contribute to medicine and health care or prevention.